Have You Subscribed?

The days of the Community House drive are drawing to a close and workers in the campaign are optimistic over the generous response the people of Birmingham, Bloomfield Hills, and other neighboring suburbs are making to their requests for funds.

There are still many more thousands of dollars needed before the drive will ever top the forty thousand valuation, and for this hope, class must be co-operative and generous.

The purpose of the Birmingham Community House drive is for the funds gathered from this drive to be used for the erection of the Community House. The drive has been conducted by the members of the Community House Committee.

The need for the Community House in Birmingham is great. At present there is not a place in the town where the young people may be together in a wholesome environment for recreation or any school purpose.

There are many young people in Birmingham who would like to have the opportunity to participate in some form of social life and to receive the benefits of a good education.

Drunked Drivers

A heavy work and the courts of justice of Birmingham are faced by men charged with drunked driving. These men have been caught by the police department and brought to justice.

The courts are now considering the case and are expected to sentence the defendants to jail.

Classification of crimes are difficult and are not always done accurately. It may be that the defendant is guilty of more serious offenses. The courts are now considering the case and are expected to sentence the defendants to jail.

Donor's Day

New Residences

A few exceptionally good values in modern new homes and building sites are offered by the builders of Birmingham and Bloomfield.

Colgrove, Buck & Tilton

With Care and Finish

Your last order is done by the Crawfords. Send all the heavy fabrications to the Waldenham. Rush-Runs. Your Curtains, which must be stretched, must be cut and made for you. Fix your work in our workshop.

The Crawford Laundry Co.

BRAUN LUMBER CORPORATION

See Our Plan Book For Ideas That New Home
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